Abstract
Introduction
One of the most important enabling technologies of flexible manufacturing is path planning, which refers to finding a short, collision-free path from an initial robot configuration to a goal configuration. It has to be fast (ideally within seconds) to support realtime task-level robot programming. Accordingly, a large amount of research has been done on path planning [$I, 11, 1, 2, 121, mostly for stationary environments. There is also some work on planning for mobile robots in time-varying environments that contain constantly moving obstacles [6, 10, 151. All of these planners, however, typically require minutes of computation for mobile robots, and tens of minutes for 6 tiegrt es of freedom manipulators. Further, little work has been done for changing environments in which *Supported by US DOE contract DEAC04-94ALS5000. movable obstacles remain relatively stationary during sequences of tasks, as opposed to time-varying environments with constantly moving obstacles.
To address the need of flexible manufacturing, we present a path planner for incrementally changing environments. Robots often perform multiple tasks in the same or a slowly changing environment, and in such cases planning time can be greatly reduced by reusing the computation results for one task to plan for another. One target application is manufacturing of evolving products in which the design changes made to a product are relatively small. In this case, the assembly motion for the product before change can often be reused with little modification for the new product.
We assume that for each robot task, the obstacles are stationary, but rnay slowly change their configuration or shape over the course of the robot performing many tasks. We present a learning algorithm that 'adapts' to the environment change. There are a few path planners that incorporate learning [3, 8, 13] ; however, none deals specifically with changing environments. Our algorithm extends the work of [3], which as stated, can only be applied to stationary environments.
In the following section, we first briefly describe the work in [3] on stationary environments, and then present the new algorithm for changing environments. The algorithm is composed of two experiencemanipulating schemes designed to cope with minor and major environmental change. In addition to presenting the algorithm, we also identify three other variant strategies for using old experiences in new environments. We illustrate the algorithm and its variants with an example in Section 3, and demonstrate in Section 4 the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Algorithm
Let task (U, w ) be defined as finding a collision-free path to move the robot from configuration point U to w . We assume that there are initially two path planners available: Reach and Solve. The Reach planner is required to be fast, symmetric, and only locally effective, i.e., it should have a good chance of success if U and w ate close to each other. Any greedy hill-climbing method using a potential field [l] or sliding [q approach should be sufficient to implement Reach. The Solve planner, on the other hand, is required to be much more globally effective than Reach, and hence is very slow. The planner may even be the human operator himself. It is the performance of this planner that we wish to improve.
In our learning scheme, we retain the global effectiveness of Solve by calling it whenever necessary, while reducing the overall time cost by calling Reach whenever possible. To utilize Reach, we maintain a digested history of robot movements in the form of a connected graph, called the ezperience graph G = (V, E) with vertices V and edges E. Set V is a sparse collection of subgoals that the robot can attain and use. Set E indicates the subgoal connections that the robot can follow through the application of Reach. Ideally, G is to be used by Reach to achieve most tasks without the help of Solve. If Reach is incapable of achieving a task through G, Solve is called. If Solve is also incapable of finding a solution, then we simply skip to the next task. Otherwise, we learn from the solution of Solve by abstracting (or compressing) it into B chain mnsisting of a short sequence of subgoals that Reach can use later to achieve the same or similar tasks.
Environmental Assumptions
To allow fruitful learning, we assume that the environmental change is incremental, i.e., occasional and localized. By occasional, we mean that the interval between workcell changes is large compared t80 the amount of time spent on each task. By localized, we mean that the workcell change involves only a few objects in a relative small area of the workspace. Both conditions are prevalent in applications and have their intuitive implications: Occasional implies that old experience may be useful for significant amount of time, and localized implies that old experience may have salvage value.
2.2

Formal Specification
Formally, the speedup learning algorithm Adapt is shown in Figure 1 trace procedure that verifies and repairs old experience on demand. The first fragment, which introduces Repair, is not part of the algorithm, but is included for later discussion (Section 2.5) of other variants of the algorithm that use it.
In the algorithm, U is the current robot configuration, and w is the next goal configuration. To access G, we maintain two pointers: U and w, each of which points to a vertex of G that is known to be reachable with one call of Reach from U and w , respectively. The algorithm is based on two planners: 72 and S, which are in turn based on Reach and Solve, respectively. Both R and S have task ( u , w ) as arguments, and graph G and a heuristic vertex ordering function h as parameters. For planner R, we use R(.) to denote the predicate that 72 is successful, and 72[.] to denote the path planned when 72 succeeds, and similarly for S.
Planner 72 searches for ways to achieve task (U, w )
using only Reach and G as guideline. The algorithm for R(-) is the same as for the stationary case: Search the vertices of G in order according to heuristic h, and find a vertex w satisfying Reach(w, w ) . If w exists, then set 6 + v, and return success; else return failure.
However, to generate a[.] for changing environments, we require the success of 7(.), which guarantees that there is a connected sequence of vertices r in G from rl = Q to rr: = 6 for some k 2 1. Once 
7(-)
succeeds
Object-attached Experience Abstract ion
To abstract a solution path from v to w with v E G, we again assume as in [3] that there is an efficient Abstract( .) function available that returns a short chain of critical vertices from U to v' = w , with each segment traversable by Reach. We assume that the size of the chains abstracted from solutions of S are all boundable by a constant. In practice, this is a reasonable assumption, since a typical task consists of only 3 smooth motions: departure, traversal, and approach. The process of compressing a solution path into a few subgoals can be implemented in many ways: One simple method is by means of binary search on the appropriately discret ized solution path. Now, to increase the flexibility of the subgoals, we require the vertices returned by Abstract(-) to be relative robot positions associated with nearby objects, rather than the absolute positions In the stationary case. That is, instead of remembering the robot p+ sitinns as some points in absolute space, we now remember each of them as an offset from some nearby object serving a .
3 a landmark. One way to implement this strategy is to create a tag-point (pose for the robot tool point) for each critical robot position, and affix the tag-point to the local coordinate of a nearby object. Then, as this nearby object changes its location or orientation, the tagpoint can be adjusted accordingly so that the robot tool point can maintain its distance to the object under change. Figure 2 shows such an example. In the left frame, the robot position is recorded via the tagpoint of the robot tool, and is attached to the rectangular object. As the object moves toward the right, the tag-point moves along also, enabling the robot to comply with the change. If the tag-point had not been attached to the object, the corresponding robot position would have become invalid in the new environment.
Two potential drawbacks of this tag-point method are that solving the inversekinematics for the tagpoint will be necessary to recompute the robot configuration for the subgoal, and that solutions may disap pear for tag-points whose attached objects have moved too much. Nevertheless, under this object-attached experience abstraction scheme, we can adjust to any minor environmental change without expensive experience repair.
On-Demand Experience Repair
Of course, if the environment changes significantly, the validity of G will deteriorate. How much deterioration G will suffer depends on how drastically the environment changes. If the change is major and extensive, then it may be better to start over with no experience (G reinitialized), rather than to work with the old impaired experience. In the more interesting case where the change may be major (e.g., introducing a new object) but not extensive (e.g., the rest of the workcell is undisturbed), the right choice is not as clear. Therefore, we introduce an on-demand repair scheme (second boxed fragment in Figure 1 ) to retain those experiences that remain valid and useful.
In this scheme, we plan a5 if G is connected, until R(.) succeeds and we actually need to produce a path. Then, to generate 724.1, we require the success of 7(.) to provide a connected scquence from G to w. As 7(.) searches for arid verifies such a, sequence, it may come across invalid edges, which it simply deletes. If U is already connected to w in G, then no repair need take place. If, however, G and ~3 do not belong to the same (connected) component due to the deterioration of G, then Solve is called to reestablish their connectivity. It is of course possible that connectivity cannot be reestablished due to the erivironmental change. In this case, the portion of G connected to ii, is deemed useless, and hence discarded. The procedure for 'T(-) is as follows: 
Other Repair Strategies
It is also possible to cope with major environmental change using other variants of the on-demand repairing strategy. One trivial strategy is simply to forget the old experience and start over (with G reinitialized) whenever there is a change in the environment. The corresponding algorithm, do, can be obtained from Figure 1 by skipping the boxed condition, and defining Repair(G) to be the reinitialization procedure.
Another less trivial strategy is to verify each edge of G first whenever there is a change. Then with the time investment, we can initialize G to the home component that contains the current robot position. The corresponding algorithm, AI, can again be obtained from Figure 1 by skipping the boxed condition, and defining Repair(G) to be the above home-component extraetion procedure.
Notice that both strategies above only update G according to environmental change, and do not really repair old experience. In contrast, a third strategy that repairs actively is to first apply 7 to attempt reaching every vertex of G from home, before taking on any new task. The corresponding algorithm, A2, can bc. obtained from Figure 1 by skipping the boxed condition, and defining Repair(G) to be the above repair-all procedure.
All of the suggested algorithms (including the repair-on-demand algorithm As) have their advantages and disadvantages. Intuitively, if the environment undergoes a major and extensive change, then starting over with do may be the best choice. On the other hand, if Solve costs much more than Reach, then using d 1 to save some old experience may be better. Alternatively, if the change is only local, then repairing old experience with A2 or As may be mort' beneficial. Which algorithm to use thus depends or1 the particular application.
Solution Quality and Redundancy
So far we have focused on task solvability but not solution quality. If solution quality is not important, then in R[-], we can simply produce the solution of going through J? with Reach. In this situation, the expe. rience graph will always be a tree. However, if solutiori quality is important, then it may be worthwhile to l e cally optimize r by seeking to "cut comere" whenever possible. The result of this compression is that G may be augmented with additional edgee to enable shorter sequences in the future. Also, the redundsncy intm duced may be useful in combating against experience deterioration.
Example
We illustrate the learning algorithm with a simple example involving a point robot in a 2D workepsce. The first goal indicated by w1 is shown in Frame (2). Since R is unable to plan using only Reach and G, Adapt then calls S. Using h, S chooaes to extend from uo to w1, since vo is the only vertex in G. The path produced by Solve(u0, wl) consists of the line segments tipi and m. This path is then abstracted into the chain connecting uo to u1 and u1 to ua. The result of augmenting G is that G now becomes the 3-vertex chain. Using this augmented GI 72 is now able to produce a path from U = WO to w l , which consists of the segments UVo, trgtrl, m, and m, with W and With the first task accomplished, the next task is to go to wp shown in Frame (3). Since 72 is again unable to plan using only Reach and G, Adapt then calls S. Using h, S chooses to extend from to wa, and produces the line segments and m. The result of augmenting G is that G now becomes the 5-vertex chain with new vertices u3 and u4.
being null segments. ( v 3 , V I ) and (211, v5) as a result of locally optimizing {, he solution path (wq, 2r3, 212, V I , W O , v5, we) .
--
Frame (5) shows that ' R is now capable of reaching w4, with G4 = W . Consequently, S is not called for the first time, and G is not modified.
So far, the workcell has been stationary. In Frame (6), we return the robot to its home and in- Frame (8) shows what happens if we move object C to a corner and decide not to inspect object B anymore. In this case, d1 would be identical to d o in reducing G back to the single vertex v~, except that d] would also have to spend time verifying all 7 edges of G before removing them. With d2, C: would be actively repaired, which means that it would call Solve twice t o reestablish the connectivity of the 2 components to vo. With da, we again do notlring until the need arises. If we choose not to insped B anymore, then only one component needs to be reconnected to 210, which means only one additional call to Solve would he required in the future. This casc demonstrates the situation where using A 3 is better than using A:,. The result of this experiment, with Adapt using all 4 different repairing strategies, is shown in Figure 5 . Here, the ratio of the cumulative planning cost required by Adapt to that required by Solve only is plotted against the task number. The planning costs are averaged over 100 runs and are measured by the number of robot-to-obstacle distance evaluations, which is the dominating factor in the computing cost of each planner. The environment change is introduced after task 40. To emphasize the important features of the result, the initial portion of the curve corresponding to ratios greater than 1 is not plotted. The unplotted portion actually decreases monotonically from 2.5 at task number 1 to 1.0 at task number 16. The experiment shows that before the environmental change, Adapt is able to learn and speed up its performance relative to Solve from 150% slower to 33% faster. It also shows that Adapt needs about 16 training tasks before becoming competitive with Solve, a fact attributable to both the task simplicity for Solve and the significant costs incurred by Adapt during solution abstraction and compression.
Computational Experience
After the environmental change, the performance curve for Adapt splits up into 4 curves, each corresponding to a different experience repairing strategy. The curves for do, AI, and d 3 exhibit similar behaviors in that they all gradually increase and then decrease at roughly the same rate, with A3 being clearly better than d1, which in turn being clearly better than do. The curve for dz is different in that it first jumps to a high point and then comes down rapidly to approach the curve for AB. The jump is due to the high initial cost of active repair, and the rapid decrease is due to the benefit of the repair. Overall, the relative performance of the repairing strategy is as expected, since the environmental change is incremental, involving only local and occasional change. In fact, one can formalize the concept of local and occasional change, and prove the optimality of on-demand repair As relative to the other variants do, AI, and dz under such change [4].
Conclusion
We have presented an adaptive path planning ;$Igorithm for flexible manufacturing in incrementallychanging environments. The algorithm extends a previous work for stationary environments with two augmenting experience-manipulating schemes: For minor environmental change, an object-attached experience abstraction scheme is introduced to increase the flexibility of the learned experience; for major environmental change, an on-demand experience repair scheme is introduced to retain those experiences that remain valid and useful.
We have discussed the tag-point approach to storing the object-attached experience. In justifying our on-demand experience repair scheme (d3), we have also identified three other variants with different repairing strategies: do simply forgets the old experience and starts over whenever there is a change; dl first verifies the old experience and then retains only the home component; and dz actively repairs the old experience before taking Ion new tasks. We have drscussed the relative merits of each repair scheme and characterized their performance curves. Finally, we ha\e demonstrated the practicality of our algorithm by improving the performance of an existing path planner under a changing environment.
